Datta Meghe World Academy
Sector-16, Airoli, Navi-Mumbai-400708

Dear Parents,
Greetings!!!

Date: 19.06.2020

We sincerely acknowledge your whole-hearted support to our educational and developmental
initiatives. It is with your constant encouragement that we endeavour to keep teaching
learning process on seamlessly even in this covid-19 lockdown period.
Teachers are trying their level best to engage the students scholastically and co-scholastically
during this period through video lessons, online sessions, worksheets, quiz, activity sheets
etc… despite constraints of net connectivity etc. As this process of teaching-learning is new
for both teacher and students and challenging also, role of parents become equally important
to help teachers in effective transaction. You are requested to ensure that students follow do
and don’ts as defined by teachers before and during the class, they should remain focussed to
teaching learning process without involving themselves in chatting unnecessarily thereby
disturbing the rest of the class and finish their task in a time bound manner.
We have been receiving constant appreciation from parents for this endeavour and equipping
with your appreciation, we wish to acknowledge the teachers for their hard work. Therefore
an email id is created for parents to write their appreciation and constructive suggestions for
these online teaching-learning process.
Parents are requested to send their appreciations on academics@dmworldacademy.edu.in.
You can also write your constructive suggestions for the smooth functioning of this online
teaching-learning process. This email should be used for the said purpose only.
Please note the following:
1. Abacus/Vedic Math classes will begin from Monday 22nd June. For any queries
contact Mr. Prasad on 9322277346/9420270140. The link for the same will be shared
soon.
2. As per the guidelines received from the Educational department, Govt of Maharashtra,
we are discontinuing the online sessions for grade I & II till the further instructions.
Students will continue to receive video lessons followed by worksheets, skill-sheets,
activity sheets etc for their productive engagement through Google Classrooms with
immediate effect. Kindly co-operate for the same.
We all at Datta Meghe World Academy, Airoli pray for your good health. We urge you to
follow the guidelines provided by the government to remain safe and secure as your life is
precious for your near and dear ones.
Be safe and stay healthy

Principal

